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End Term Examinations (2019) 
 
School:   SOM-ICRI                                   Program:  M.Sc Clinical Research 

 
 

Course: STATISTICAL ANALYTICAL SYSTEM           Course Code: MGT560 
 
 

Semester: Summer Term                   Max Marks: 100         Duration (mins): 1 ½ hrs 
 
 
 
 

Note:    1. Figures to the right indicates full marks.     (5*20=100) 
 
 

1) Which of the following is the syntax to assign a library named Student in SAS 

University Edition? 

a. Libname Student “/folders/myfolders/Student” 

b. Libname Student “/folders/myfolders/Student”; 

c. Libname Students “/myfolders/folders/Student” 

d. Libname Students “/folders/myfolders/Student”; 

 

2) Content Procedure is used to  

a. Create a table 

b. Create a content 

c. Check the contents and general Information about a table 

d. Check the content of SAS 
 

3) SAS statements usually begin with a 

a. Keynotes 

b. Statements 

c. Identifying Keywords 

d. New Lines 

 

4) Every SAS statement end with a 

a. (Colon) : 

b. (Semi Colon) ; 

c. (Full Stop). 

d. (Coma) , 

 

 

5) By default, numeric variable are stored in how many bytes of storage. 

a. 8 Bytes 

b. 16 Bytes 

c. 1 Byte 

d. 10 Bytes 
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6) The internally stored SAS date value of  January 1,1960, is_________? 

a. 1 

b. 10 

c. 50 

d. 0 

 

7) A missing character value is displayed as a __________. 

a. Dot 

b. Blank 

c. Zero 

d. The row gets deleted if there is a blank value 

 

8) The two kinds of SAS Steps are: 

a. Data Step and Proc Step 

b. One Step and Two Step 

c. Old Step and New Step 

d. Right Step and Wrong Step 

 

9) Which of the rules regarding assigning the libref is correct? 

a. Must be 8 characters or less. 

b. Must begin with a letter or underscore. 

c. Remaining characters are letters, numbers or underscore. 

d. None 

e.  All 

 

 

10) following SAS program is submitted:data work .company; set work.dept1(keep = 

jobcode) work.dept2(rename = (jcode = jobcode));run; 

  

Which one of the following is the result? 

a. The variable JCODE is written to the output data set. 

b. The variable JOBCODE is written to the output data set. 

c. Neither variable JCODE nor JOBCODE is written to the output data set. 

d. The program fails to execute due to errors. 

 

11) Use of firstobs and obs options while concatenating data is: 

a. To Define the firstobs for 1st Observation and obs for Last Observation  

b. It is an incorrect option 

c. To define the obs for 1st Observation and firstobs for Last Observation 

d. It is Written as FirstObservation and LastObservation 
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12) Which is the correct syntax to create a new data set from existing data set 

a. Data ds2 ;  

Set ds1;  

Run; 

b. Setds2; 

Data ds2; 

Run; 

c. Data ds2   

Set ds1  

Run 

d. Setds2 

Data ds2 

Run 

 

 

13) Can read data from external files (flat files) to SAS 

a. Data ds; 

Infile " /folders/myfolders/patient.txt"; 

Input id name$ sex$ age sal; 

Run; 

b. Data ds; 

Infile " /folders/myfolders/patient.txt"; 

Run; 

c. Data ds; 

Input id name$ sex$ age sal; 

Run; 

d. Data ds 

Infile " /folders/myfolders/patient.txt"; 

Input id name$ sex$ age sal; 

Run; 

14) An _________ an instruction that SAS uses to read data values. 

a. Format 

b. Informat 

c. Character 

d. Numeric 

 

15) A SAS date value is interpreted as the number of days between January 1, 1960, 

and a specific date. 

a. True 

b. False 
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16) proc format; 

   value $codefmt 'FLTAT'='Flight Attendant' 

                  'PILOT'='Pilot'; 

run; 

Is the above statement correct? 

a. True 

b. False 

 

17) The _______ procedure adds the observations from one SAS data set to the end of 

another SAS data set. 

a. Concatenate 

b. Append 

c. Merge 

d. Join 

 

18) Joins/Combines observations from two or more SAS Datasets into single 

observation in new Dataset 

a. Merge 

b. Concatenate 

c. Join  

d. Append 

 

 

 

19) Max function will display the maximum value out of a set of values 

a. True  

b. False 

 

20) Which of the following function will display 1st alphabet of each word to Capital? 

a. UpCase 

b. LowCase 

c. PropCase  

d. NewCase 

 

 

 

 

                                        *****ALL THE BEST***** 


